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Editors’ Note
In the international seminar on Language Maintenance and Shift III, there are some new issues. First,
the committee changes the previous theme into “Investigating Local Wisdom through Indigenous
Language”. Through the new theme, the committee invites language practitioners to discuss the
problems concerning the importance of maintaining indigenous languages because the languages
function as a means of expressing local wisdom. Second, the seminar uses the new label, LAMAS, the
acronym which was proposed by Prof. Dr. Bambang Kaswanti Purwo in the previous seminar, to
make the particiants easily remember it. Third, most of the keynote speakers come from various
institutions. Those are Dr. Johnny Tjia (Summer Institute of Linguistics, Indonesia-International),
Prof. Jee Sun Nam, Ph.D (Hankuk University of Foreign Studies, Korea), Prof. Dr. Mahsun, M.S.
(Badan Pengembangan dan Pembinaan Bahasa, Jakarta, Indonesia), Prof. Dr. Bambang Kaswanti
Purwo (Atma Jaya Catholic University, Jakarta-Indonesia), Prof. Dr. I Dewa Putu Wijana (Gadjah
Mada University, Yogjakarta, Indonesia), Prof. Drs. Ketut Artawa, M.A., Ph.D (Udayana University,
Denpasar, Indonesia), and Dr. Suharno, M.Ed. (Diponegoro University, Semarang, Indonesia).
There are 113 participants who present the papers covering various topic areas. Those are 38 papers
on sociolinguistics, 14 papers on morphology, 13 papers on applied linguistics, 8 papers on
antropholinguistics, 8 papers on discourse analysis, 8 papers on cognitive linguistics, 7 papers on
ethnography of communication, and 7 papers on computational linguistics.
We would like to thank the seminar committee for putting together the seminar that gave rise to this
collection of papers. Thanks also go to the head and secretary of the Master Program in Linguistics
Diponegoro University, without whom the seminar would not have been possible.
International Seminar “Language Maintenance and Shift III”, Semarang, July 2-3, 2013
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Editors’ Note for Revised Edition
There are some changes in this revised edition. First, we enclose the article by Prof. Jee Sun Nam,
Ph.D entitled “Retrieving Local Wisdom in Korean with the Support of Corpus Processing Software”
on page 555. Second, we delete the article by Yusup Irawan ‘Tiga Syarat Menuju Fonetik Modern’ as
he cancelled his status as a participant. These changes have an impact on the change of table of
contents.
International Seminar “Language Maintenance and Shift III”, Semarang, July 2-3, 2013
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Masitha Achmad 
Syukri 
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BENTUK DAN FUNGSI KALIMAT TANYA DALAM TALK SHOW “INDONESIA 
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Ninuk Krismanti BANJARESE IDEOLOGIES PORTRAYED IN SI PALUI 
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CONTRASTIVE ANALYSIS OF PROVERBS IN INDONESIAN AND ENGLISH:
AN ANTHROPOLOGICAL LINGUISTIC STUDY
Endang Setyowati
Universitas Gadjah Mada
escriwit@gmail.com
Abstract
This research aims at (1) finding the similarities and differences of Indonesian and
English proverbs, (2) explaining the cultural background for such similarities and differences.
This research was descriptive qualitative. The data collection method was simak and
catat (read and write). Meanwhile, the data analysis method was padan (identity) whose
determining instrument was each language’s culture.
The finding shows that to express the same underlying meaning, both languages use
proverbs whose literal meanings are sometimes different and sometimes the same. This relates
to the cultures of the two languages. Some parts of the cultures are different; some are the
same.
Keywords: proverbs, anthropological linguistics, culture, Indonesian, English
1. Introduction
Languagehas many functionsapart from becoming a means of communication. One of them is to
give insight to the culture of its users. This relates to the fact that language and culture affect each other
and can never be separated. Knowing the culture can be helped by knowing the language and knowing the
language can also be helped by knowing the culture. This argument is strengthened by what Schiffman
(1996) says in his book that language is an important means of the learning and acculturation of culture.
In addition, what is meant by culture is not only arts, literatures, or music but all things which are needed
by people to be included as members of a certain society (Wardaugh: 2006).
How language can give insight to its users’ culture is actually related to the fact that language can
affect its users’ perception as well as their way of thinking. Such thing is strengthened by a hypothesis
introduced by Sapir and Whorf that what is in a language can influence how its speakers think (Leavitt:
2006). This way, two people who are natives of two different languages can possibly have different ways
of seeing things. Further, Boaz mentions that such diversity happens due to the chief interests of the
people. Thus, one thing which is familiar to one society might seem strange to another society and the
opposite.
One example which clearly shows the relation between language and culture is by seeing and
comparing some proverbs found in two different languages. On the one hand, proverbs can show the
universality of languages since all languages in the world might have proverbs. On the other hand, it also
shows language diversity since the lexicons used in proverbs are usually different even though they are to
mean the same things. One example is the proverb whose meaning is to say that there is no use for
regretting things that have happened. English uses “There is no use crying over the spilt milk” while
Indonesia uses “Nasi sudah menjadi bubur.” These differences happen not by accident. Instead, there is a
certain reason: the speakers of the languages have different cultural background, especially in the way
they perceive things around them.
This paper contrasts the differences of proverbs in two unrelated languages: Indonesian and
English. The analysis will be about some proverbs found in both languages which have the same meaning
but different expressions.
2. Materials and Method
This research is qualitative-descriptive which tries to describe and explain the data found as they
are. In addition, this research was conducted in several steps and each used certain methods and
techniques. First, the data collection step employed the method of simak (reading) with the technique of
catat (noting). Simak was done to some books and articles from the internet when looking for English and
Indonesian proverbs. After that, catat technique was when the researcher took notes when she found
proverbs which could be used as data. This way, the data were some proverbs in Indonesian and English
languages which had the same underlying meanings. However, the literal meanings of the proverbs could
be either the same or different. Meanwhile, the data analysis step was conducted by using the method of
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padan translasional which is defined by Sudaryanto (1993) as an analyzing method whose determining
factor is certain language outside the analyzed language. Finally, the methods for presenting the analysis
result were both formal and informal ones in which the researcher used verbal explanation as well as
visual help which was in the form of a table.
3. Discussion
Cambridge Advanced Learners’ Dictionary (2008) mentions the definition of proverb as a short
sentence which either states something commonly experienced or gives advice for life. Proverb is known
to many people, especially those who are natives to a language containing the proverb. In addition,
proverb usually contains a chain of words with fixed orders and dictions. This means that people cannot
change the words used in a proverb as they like even if the words are synonymous.
In fact, the diction and order of proverb are related to cultural conditions of certain community. In
other words, the use of proverb can, directly or indirectly, reflect the culture of its users. This way,
proverb can be used as a way of explaining cultures. In addition, since two communities are likely to have
different cultures, they also are likely to have different usages of proverb. This means that to express the
same messages, the two language communities use different words and orders.
Indonesian and English, in fact, show some differences and similarities in the uses of proverbs.
The differences, of course, show that they have different parts of cultures. On the other hand, the
similarities show that they also have parts of cultures which are the same. The following table shows
some proverbs whose meanings are the same and used in both languages. The paper discussion will be
based on this table.
No. Proverbs MeaningEnglish Indonesian
1. Don’t count your chickens
before they are hatched.
Belum beranak sudah
berbesan.
Never be too optimistic about anything
before it comes as reality.
2. Don’t bite the hand that
feeds you.
Air susu dibalas dengan air
tuba.
Never do any harm to anyone who helps
you. Return good things with good
things.
3. Never buy a pig in a poke. Bagaikan membeli kucing
dalam karung.
Always pay careful attention to
anything before deciding to purchase
and pay for it.
4. Killing two birds with one
stone.
Sekali mendayung dua tiga
pulau terlampaui.
Sambil menyelam minum air
Doing more than one thing at the same
time.
5. Like father like sons. Buah jatuh tidak jauh dari
pohonnya.
Children usually take after their parents,
not only in looks but also in characters.
6. There is no use crying over
spilt milk.
Nasi sudah menjadi bubur. Something which happens is not to be
regretted or cried over since it will not
change anything.
7. Still water runs deep. Air beriak tanda tak dalam. People who talk little usually have
deeper feeling and knowledge
compared to those who talk much.
8. As you sow so shall you
reap.
Siapa menanam akan menuai. People will be rewarded or punished for
what good or bad things they do.
9. After a storm comes a calm. Badai pasti berlalu. There must be an end to every bad
condition and happiness might come
after that.
10. When in Rome, do as the
Romans do.
Dimana bumi dipijak disitu
langit dijunjung.
When people are away from their
homeland, they should adapt to the
surroundings where they live.
From the table above, the comparison between Indonesia and English proverbs shows some
similarities, but mostly differences. The similarities and differences include the type of sentences used
(imperative or declarative) and the lexicons. In addition, English proverbs use imperative forms more
often than Indonesian. On the other hand, Indonesian prefers declarative forms and metaphorical styles.
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Besides, English proverbs tend to use the positive sides of something, whereas Indonesian prefers the
negative ones.
(1) Don’t count your chickens before they are hatched. Belum beranak sudah berbesan.
This proverb is intended to give suggestion that people should not be too optimistic about
something before it comes real. In other words, being too optimistic is not good. English, in this case,
uses imperative form which directly forbids people from doing so. This reflects that English culture is
straightforward. Meanwhile, Indonesian uses declarative form which does not directly forbid the people.
Instead, it is satirical for those who usually feel too optimistic about something. This reflects Indonesian
culture which is not straightforward. In addition, English uses the words chicken and hatch while
Indonesian uses beranak (having child) and berbesan (having in-laws). In fact, both cultures know that
eggs hatch to become chicken and that not all eggs are guaranteed to hatch. Both also know that to have
in-laws, ones must have children first. In other words, it is too much to expect having in-laws family
while ones do not even have children. However, not both cultures are familiar with maintaining
relationship with in-laws family. Unlike English,Indonesian culture respects the closeness with in-laws
family. This way, the phenomenon related to chicken-hatch and beranak-berbesan can be used as a way
of expressing prohibition from being too optimistic about something. However, since English is not close
with in-laws relationship, it does not use the same expression as Indonesian proverb.
(2) Don’t bite the hand that feeds you. Air susu dibalas dengan air tuba.
These proverbs suggest people treat well those who help them. However, they use different style.
English one straightforwardly forbids its people not to ill-treat those who already give hands to them.
Besides, the straightforward culture is reflected by the dictions in this proverb. It uses hand-feeds which
explicitly mean people who help. Meanwhile, the non-straightforward culture of Indonesian is reflected
by the style of that proverb in which it does not forbid the people from ill-treating those who help.
Instead, it contains satire when someone as already ill-treated those who help. Besides, the proverb uses
the words air susu (milk) and air tuba (poisonous water) which do not have anything to do with helping.
Instead when being compared, air susu signifies good deeds given while air tuba is for the ill-treatment
returned. Therefore, the differences in the cultures can result in different way of using proverbs.
(3) Never buy a pig in a poke. Bagaikan membeli kucing dalam karung.
Those two proverbs are also to suggest avoiding buying (making decision on) something without
knowing the detail since it can cause regret. Like the two previous proverbs, this one also shows that
English proverb is more straightforward than Indonesian one. English directly forbids ones from doing it
while Indonesian merely tries to compare the situation with something else. This is signified by the word
bagaikan (as if) in Indonesian proverb. In addition, Indonesian proverb uses the words kucing (cat) and
karung (sack) because this culture is familiar with buying and selling cats as pets. However, people
usually see and choose the cats in detail before deciding to buy. It is not familiar with pig so that it does
not use such animal name as a part of its proverb. This might be influenced by the dominant religion in
Indonesis, Islam, which regards pig as a forbidden animal. On the other hand, English has no problem
with pig so that it faces no problem when using that word as a part of proverb.
(4) Killing two birds with one stone. Sekali mendayung dua tiga pulau terlampaui. Sambil
menyelam minum air.
Unlike the three previous proverbs, these proverbs have similarity in style: they all use
declarative forms. These do not contain an advice but tell life experiences in which people can do many
things at the same time. However, Indonesian has two proverbs to express it while English only has one.
In addition, these proverbs also show differences which reflect the cultures of each language. The
differences are found in the dictions used in each proverb. The English proverb uses birds-stone, while
Indonesian uses mendayung (rowing), pulau (island), menyelam (diving) and air (water). This might
relate to relative distance of both English and Indonesian communities to certain things. English, on the
one hand, seems close to hunting activity which uses certain equipment, such as riffle (modern) or stone
(traditional) to hunt for certain animals such as birds. This is why the words birds and stone are used. On
the other hand, Indonesia is an archipelago which consists of many islands and seas. In addition, the
proverb might have appeared long time ago when modern transportation was not found so that people had
to row boat to move from one island to another. That is why the words mendayung and islands are used.
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Meanwhile, the words menyelam and air are also used in other proverb since it also relates with the fact
that Indonesian is archipelago.
(5) Like father like son. Buah jatuh tidak jauh dari pohonnya.
These proverbs have the same meaning: children usually take after their parents, not only in looks
but in characters. However, they also show difference in the matter of dictions. English, which is more
egalitarian than Indonesia, chooses to use father-son relationship to express such message. Besides, it is
also straightforward of using such words (father-son) to mean such relation (relation between how
children take after the parents) as well. Meanwhile, Indonesia is less straightforward in which it uses
something outside the relationship between parents and children. It uses buah (fruit) and pohon (tree).
Buah is resulted from the tree, so that buah is the children while tree is the parents. Such words are used
because Indonesia has awesome farming and various types of fruit plants. Many Indonesian fruits cannot
be found (or planted) in English. English must import several types of fruits from abroad, including
Indonesia. Therefore, Indonesia can use such words easily in a proverb while English cannot.
(6) There is no use crying over spilt milk. Nasi sudah menjadi bubur.
These proverbs have the same meaning and sentence style but different words. The meaning is
intended to give comments that regretting something which happens is of no use and does not change
anything. Meanwhile, the sentence style used in both languages is declarative. However, the words used
are totally different. English uses split milk while Indonesian uses nasi (rice) and bubur (porridge). This
can be explained based on the cultures that each language community has. English, on the one hand, is
very familiar with milk. It is always in the main list of breakfast menu, together with bread and jams.
Meanwhile in Indonesia, the main menu for breakfast is not milk but nasi. Furthermore, Indonesians do
not call any food bur rice as real meal. In fact, rice is staple food in this country. This way, it is not
surprising when the proverb in English is taken from milk (spilt milk) while Indonesia uses nasi and
porridge at the same sense.
(7) Still water runs deep. Air beriak tanda tak dalam.
Both of the proverbs are in the form of declarative sentence and they talk about one same topic:
people with deep knowledge are usually quiet while people who talk much usually do not have profound
knowledge. However, the two proverbs use different point of view towards the topic. English chooses to
use the positive side of the topic. It talks only about the fact that people who are quiet usually have deep
knowledge. On the other hand, Indonesian uses the opposite point of view in which it only mentions that
people who talk much usually have little knowledge. This might reflect that English has culture which
tries to see everything from the bright and positive side. Meanwhile, Indonesian seems to see something
from the dark side. Therefore, when coming to one same problem (topic) the two communities see it
differently and this is reflected in the use of language, especially proverbs.
(8) As you sow so shall you reap. Siapa menanam akan menuai.
Unlike the previous proverbs which show more differences than similarities, these proverbs show
only similarities. The similarities are found in sentence style as well as the diction. In fact, these proverbs
are to express that people will be punished or rewarded according to the good deeds or bad things they do.
Both use the word sow which means the same as menanam in Indonesian proverb. Both also use reap
which is the translation of menuai. This can happen when seeing the relative distance of the two language
communities and the used words. In fact, such words are related to planting or growing something. It does
not have to be in a large field like rice field. The planting can be in one’s own garden. This way, both
communities are close to such thing. Therefore, it is not surprising when the words used are taken from
the same aspect of cultures.
(9) After a storm comes a calm. Badai pasti berlalu.
These proverbs, which mean that there is always happiness after every sorrow, also show total
similarity in both language communities. They use the same style of sentence (declarative) and the same
dictions. Declarative style is used because it expresses life experiences, not suggestions. Meanwhile, the
words used are storm which means badai and calm which is expressed as berlalu in Indonesia. This can
happen due to the fact that both communities are familiar with the word storm since it belongs to common
disaster. They also know that every disaster, no matter how terrible it is, must have an end. That is why,
to express such meaning, the two language communities use the same dictions and sentence style.
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(10) When in Rome, do as the Romans do. Dimana bumi dipijak disitu langit dijunjung.
These two proverbs mean the same thing. They are to give suggestion that people have to adapt to
the rules and cultures of the place they are in. In other words, people should not always think that their
native cultures can be applied in any places. However, the two proverbs are different in case of the
dictions or words used. English uses Rome-Romans, while Indonesian uses bumi (earth) and langit (sky).
English, especially the one in Britain, is close to Roman since they were historically related. In other
words, it is possible for them to use that word as a part of their proverb since English is familiar with it.
Meanwhile, Indonesian proverb uses the words bumi-earth which represent the place someone lives in.
4. Conclusion
English and Indonesian are two separate language communities. Each of them also has its own
culture which is distinct from one another. The culture can be reflected from the use of language, such as
the use of proverbs. In fact, both English and Indonesian have proverbs. Many of the proverbs have the
same underlying meanings. However, the expression of the same messages is often different. The
differences are found in case of the style of the sentences and the diction used. In addition, such
differences can be explained by basing the explanation on cultural condition of each community.
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